Technical Specifications for Participation on EP MPW/Mini @ RFX NO. 6100000794 (Reference No. 1000018703)

Specifications:

1. Participation on EP MPW/Mini@sic, H1 2021, Standard Price, Academic design
   - MPW, block of 4x4 mm², UMC L65N Logic/MM/RF - LL/SP, 50 samples
   - On-silicon base area: 1 block(s)
   - MPW/Miniasic run Identification: Run 8313 on 12/07/2021
   - Design name: iitbnavic_soc

2. Packaging
   - Packaging in QFN100 (12x12), min. 10 parts per diagram
     - Number of packages: 45
   - Setup charge for assembly in QFN
     Additional charge in case of feasible assembly diagram but with assembly requirements that deviate from the guidelines stated on https://europractice-ic.com-packaging-integration/general/
     - Number of packages: 45